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We need a minecraft section!
Posted by Che ken - 06 Oct 2010 21:01
_____________________________________

There I said it okay!   

Sounds as if we might be getting a community server, and it also looks as if plenty of people are
interested in this constantly evolving sandbox of wonder that can stretch for all eternity (I litterally ran
across the map for 3 hours, almost getting killed several times thanks to annoying skeletons and did not
see an end to the map, more just generated infront of me!)

So why not? We could have competitions (like who can make the most interesting base, the most
elaborate base, the most realistic looking building using only survival mode etc), make vids of our worlds
and amaze each other with our creativity, give tips on creating a more 'homely' feel to the world or just
give tips on creating something like a castle.

Much better than if we were to spam up to gaming section which I can see this doing with it's popularity 

============================================================================

Re: We need a minecraft section!
Posted by Tunes - 07 Oct 2010 17:53
_____________________________________

I've been in the works for having two minecraft servers, one classic (the creative one) and an alpha one,
I'm working on the plugins to manage the server and avoid certain plain people stupidity (griefers)

We can surf on the wave of this infinite sandbox game and it will for sure evolve a lot more.

And yes che, the map generation is really infinite.

============================================================================

Re: We need a minecraft section!
Posted by Che ken - 08 Oct 2010 00:34
_____________________________________

Right then! I'll just give up finding a nice spawn point, I'll build a small base of operations, try getting
some iron, torches, a few shovels etc and make my way out into the world! If only there was a way to
remember the way I go...
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Oh that reminds me, I've started construction on a floating home in one of my worlds 
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